
A. H. Trimble.com - 7 Common Risks/Threats Check Lists
Check List for Violence 

This check is based on the “layer” concept of emergency preparedness. The list will help you assess where you and your family are in terms of how prepared are you to 
meet the specific challenges of each risk/threat area. Each area of risks/threats are present in all emergencies, disasters, and especially in a grid-down scenario. 

To know more about the "7 Common Risks/Threats" <click here>
To know more about the layering concept of protecting against violence <click here>

Item
Well 
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Somewhat 
Prepared

Not 
Prepared Priority Notes

Able to defend yourself with bare hands (self defense class)?
Does each family member have a pocket knife?
Does each family member have a fighting knife?
Does each family member have a survival/bush knife?
Does each family member have a way to sharpen their knives?
Do all responsible family members have a pistol?
Do you have enough spare magazines for each pistol (at least 2 spares)?
Do you have enough ammunition for each pistol?
Can pistols share the same magazines?
Can the pistols share the same ammunition?
Do you, your family, have a defensive shotgun?
Do you have enough ammunition for the shotgun?
Does each responsible family member have a carbine (AR or AK, etc.)?
Are there enough spare magazines for each carbine (3 min, 6 desired)?
Is there enough ammunition for each carbine (300 rds min, 1000desired)?
Does each carbine have a quality optic on it? 
If an optic requires batteries, do you have enough spare batteries that are not out of date?
Does each carbine have an appropriate carry sling on it?
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Does each person have an appropriate sized tactical vest to carry mags?
Do you have a long-range hunting rifle, ammo, and other supplies for its use?
Do you have enough cleaning and lubrication supplies to keep all the weapons running 
smoothly?
Have all family members been correctly trained in safety,  the use and care of each firearm?
Has the family trained together on their weapons?
Are all weapons ready to be used, including their support equipment?
Do family members have appropriate eye and hearing protection?
If you are a reloader, and plan on doing so in an extended scenario, do you have enough 
supplies to carry out that plan?
Do you have your weapons and equipment secured and decentralized?
Do you have repair parts for each weapon.


